All About the Skin

Your skin, which is also called **integument** or **epithelium**, is an **organ**. It is actually the largest organ of the body making up about 7% of your body weight. That means that a 200-pound adult has about 3,000 square inches of skin, which weighs about 14 pounds.

- **Fingerprints** are friction ridge patterns on our finger and toe pads that help us grip things without slipping. No two people have the same fingerprints.

- The skin reacts to the external environment, but also to what is going on inside the body. A **fever** (felt through the skin) tells us there is an infection that the body is fighting off. A **rash** shows an allergic reaction of some kind. **Wrinkles** show aging and **freckles** can mean sun damage.

- The most common form of cancer in the U.S is skin cancer. **Skin cancer** can be prevented by covering or applying sunscreen to the epidermis.

- Skin heals from injury all time. Tiny scrapes to the outer layer of epidermis triggers new cells (keratinocytes) to grow to replace the ones that are scraped off. Injuries that reach down into the dermis (or deeper) where the blood vessels are located will cause bleeding. Sometimes the area heals leaving no trace, but sometimes connective tissue fibers will replace some of the skin cells leaving a **scar**.

- The skin has three layers made up of more than a half million cells.

  1. The outer layer of the skin is called the **epidermis**. On the outside the epidermis has many layers of hard, dead cells on the outside called the **stratum corneum**. The next layer is made up of the living cells called **keratinocytes** that become the stratum corneum. Inside that is the **basal layer** that is actually creating the keratinocytes of the stratum corneum. The epidermis also has cells called **melanocytes**.

  2. The skin’s second layer is called the **dermis**. The dermis has blood vessels, sense organs, oil and sweat glands and hair follicles.

  3. The deepest layer of the skin is called the **hypodermis**. The hypodermis is a layer of protective fibers and fat.
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Layers of the Skin

The skin has three layers made up of more than a half million cells.

I. The outer layer of the skin is called the **epidermis**, which is made up of several layers. On the outside the epidermis has many layers of hard, dead cells on the outside called the **stratum corneum**. These cells protect us by shedding when we touch or run up against another surface. They also keep foreign bodies out and our fluids in. They are why our skin is waterproof. The next layer is made up of the living cells called **keratinocytes** that become the stratum corneum. Inside that is the **basal layer** that is actually creating the keratinocytes of the stratum corneum. The epidermis also has cells called **melanocytes**. They make melanin, a pigment that protects us from ultraviolet (UV) radiation, the dangerous part of sunlight.

II. The skin’s second layer is called the **dermis**. The dermis has blood vessels, sense organs, oil and sweat glands and hair follicles. The sense organs in the skin respond to stimuli like heat, cold, pressure, touch and pain. They receive the information and pass it onto the brain for action. The many tiny hairs on your skin are rooted in the dermis. They are attached to the smallest muscles of the body called **arrector pili muscle**. Cold air or a sudden fright makes these tiny muscles contract and pull the small hairs upright. This is what gives you **goose bumps**. The blood vessels in the face’s dermis will expand in cold weather allowing more warm blood to flow there (and keep your exposed face warm). This is why your face gets red in cold weather. This is also what happens when you **blush**.

III. The deepest layer of the skin is called the **hypodermis**. The hypodermis is a layer of protective fibers and fat. About half of all your body’s fat is found in the hypodermis.
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